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On the Carlitz Module
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ABSTRACT. In this article we introduce the readers to the the
ory of Carlitz modules which are rank one Drinfeld modules. 
The main point is the striking similarities between cy이otomic 
number fields and Carlitz modules.

1. Introduction
In 1935, Carlitz introduced and studied what is now called a rank 

one Drinfeld module. His work is a beautiful example of the general 

theory of Drinfeld modules, which was introduced by Drinfeld in 1973.

The main ideas of Carlitz were to develop an analog of cyclotomic 

theory in function field and to prove a von-Staudt type theorem for 

the values of zeta functions. The aim of this note is to give the basic 

ideas of Carlitz.

2. Basic Definitions
Let p be a prime, g = a power of p. Let Fg denote the finite 

field with q elements. Let T be an indeterminate. Let A = Fg[T], 
k = Fg(T), k* = F}((&)). Then k* has a non-archimedian valuation 

|| || given by ||& || = •$. Let C be the completion of the algebraic closure 

of Icqq «
Carlitz first introduced an analog of complex exponential function 

exp(z). He defined his function as follows;

For each positive integer h, let

[이 = T砂 一 T

and
① = [이 [h —1] 오 … [1?广1.
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Now define

function.

Theorem 1.

a) As a function on C, e{z) is Fg-linear, surjective and entire.

b) A = {w G C : e(w) = 0} is a discrete rank one free module 
over A, and eA(>j = z n\GA (1 — f)

c) e{z) is Aperiodic, that is,

e(z + 시 = e(之) for all A € A.

Let if be a generator for A over A, Then 元 corresponds to Mi in the 

complex case. 元 can be expressed by 元 = (-[I])1%—1)JJ (1 — p뵈jj) • 

From now on we write e(之) by 6人(之) to indicate A. As e；(2r) = 1, we 

see that 6人(之) has a composition inverse which will be denoted by 

l°gA(2), i•引 匕A(logA(0) = 之 = logA(eA(0).

From the definition of e』\,

… E 끅& 

후(£)丄파;

= TeA(z) + eA(z)q.

This in turn implies that for Af G A,

e^(Mz) = 0mOa(2：))

where(f)M is a polynomial determined by M, 

In fact,

(*) Om+nO) = OmO) + Mx) 

and
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♦ MN(애') = ＜》必(02\『(즈))-

The degree of (⑦) is gdeg M.

From (*), we see that it surffices to know 아t(X) = TX + Xq to 

compute the polynomials ＜》必. We call such 싸 the Carlitz module.

Remark 2：

a) The term module came from the fact that ＜》gives C an A- 

module structure which is different from the usual one.

b) is the analogue of Xn — 1 in classical case.

Replace z by logA(;z) in the equation ej^(Tz) = Tca(之) + 匕人(之)江 

Then we can get, after an easy computation,

l°gA

where Lh = [h][h — 1] … [1].

REMARK 3: Let’s define, for each positive integer m, that

{m} = Le

where qe\\m and define LQ = 1. Write Fm = {m}{m — 1} • • - {1}. 

Then Dh = rqh and Lh = {qh}- Tm is an analog of the factorial 

function. Compare the similarity with the classical case.

3. Cyclotomic Function Fields
Let A a/ = {x E C : 0 m (:c) = 0}. Then Am is an A-module via the 

mapand

Am 스 A/(M).

is an analog of Xm — 1 in number theory. Let A G be a 

generator of Am as an A-module. Then we say that A is a ‘perimitive 

M-th root of unity’. Let

/m = (X — A),

A:primitive
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which will be called the M-th cyclotomic polynomial. Like classical 

cyclotomic polynomial, satisfies the following properties

1) Let p be an irreducible polynomial of degree d. Then

fP(X) = X 허-1 + ad_i(T)X广1-1 + … + ai(T)X^ + p(T)

where p(T)|czi(T) for all 1 < z < J — 1. Also

/pr(X)=/p( 씨—(X)).

2) (x)= 4v=( 이;i-1...心-1PO)

3) fPN(X) = fN(^p(X))/fN(X) ifp- N.

4) /jv(X) = II이으)y“ where /丄d) is the Mobius function.

Let Km = A(Am) be the field generated by Am- We will call Km 
the M-th cyclotomic function field.

Theorem 4.

a) K]\4 is Galois over k with Galois group (A/M)*. The Galois 

action is given by

흐 a(시 = 0a(시

where aa corresponds to a E (A/M)*.

b) Km is ramified only at the primes dividing M and oo.

c) The ring of integers of Km is A[시 .

REMARK 5: a) Kronecker-Weber theorem asserts that any abelian 

extension of Q is contained in some cyclotomic field. Similarly any 

abelian extension K oi k whose constant field is Fg and ramification at 

oo is bounded by g — 1 is contained in some cyclotomic function field. 

Another philosophy in Carlitz theory is that as any abelian extension 

of Q is generated by torsion points of multiplicative group C*, any 

abelian extension of Carlitz module is generated by the torsion points 

of A-module C via 0.

b) Km contains many interesting arithmetic properties analogous 

to cyclotomic number field. We refer to [4] for more about this.
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4. Zeta Functions
Now we will discuss the zeta function on A = Fg[T]. The zeta 

function on Fg[T] is defined to be

<(3)= £ N-s, seZ

N:monic

where the summation is over Fg[T]. In fact, ((s) can be defined on 

a more general region. But since our main interest lies in the special 

values ofSo we only need to assume that s G Z. One can see that 

〈(s) converges for s > 1.

We already know that ca(2)= 아1 aEA O’ — 으) 하1江 ek(之) = 포 

By taking logarithmic derivative, we get

以⑵ = 1

caO) %0)

= y_丄, 

으一i 之 + a元 
a£A

Hence

Z 1 y—1
——ft = i + 三 y —之 
CA(之) 7F — a

Here we see that, if g — 1 - n,

― 1 거\ — = o
Z—/ an

0#aGA

_ 설 수2 十
O^aEA

and if (q — l)|n, then

E 느 = -<(")•

0 考

Let’s write
°° R

%A ⑵ = £ 〒끄 — .

m=0 m

From the above we get Bm/rm = (-1)”%"*m((m) and Bm/Vm = 0 

if g — 1 - n. We call Bm the m-th Bernoulli- Carlitz number.

Compare with the definition of classical Bernulli numbers. Write 

Bm = Nm/Wm where Nm and Wm are monic and coprime poly

nomials in A. The main theorem of Carlitz is
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Theorem 6. For g 쿠 2 and q = pr, let m = 乞 /3가『 be the p-adic 

expansion of a positive integer m. Assume that

1) h = 匕 0i/(p - 1) is an integer

2) (qh - l)|m.

Then
wm= n r

P: monic prime
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